The current work builds on option-generation research using experts of various skill levels in a realistic task. We extend previous findings that relate an athlete's performance strategy to generated options and subsequent choices in handball. In a 2-year longitudinal study, we present eye-tracking data to independently verify decision strategies previously inferred from patterns of generated options. A verbal protocol identified the option-generation process for each individual prior to an allocation decision. Although athletes of varying expertise generated the same number of options on average, these options differed in quality between expert, near-expert, and nonexpert athletes for both their initial and final choices. These and other key results are formalized to elaborate a model of option generation, deliberation, and selection.
At first glance, making decisions under conditions of high pressure, limited time, and restricted resources seems to be a complex task. For the experienced athlete, however, no intricate calculation seems to be involved; rather, the best option often just comes to mind. For instance, Therese Brisson (2003) , a 2002 Olympic gold medalist in hockey, put it this way: "There is no time in hockey to evaluate all options and pick the best one. You have to choose the first, best one" (p. 217). Such seemingly intuitive behaviors (decisions) by experts are not outside the realm of formal modeling. That is, even if the observable behavior seems more intuitive than algorithmic-even if the expert's own metacognitive perception is of a "natural" or "reflexive" behavior-it is still possible to understand the mental processes involved. The overall goal of the present research was to develop a model that captures the mental processes that occur from the presentation of a decision situation to the selection of a course of action. Specifically, we wanted to describe the link between the use of different information search strategies, the subsequent option-generation process, and the resulting choice characteristics in a realistic sports task.
In the field of sport sciences, research on expertise in tactical decision making is quite limited (McPherson & Kernodle, 2003 ; see also articles in the special issue of Psychology of Sport & Exercise focusing on decision making edited by Bar-Eli & Raab, 2006) . Furthermore, the components of decision-making processes in many real-world settings are not well understood. In particular, our knowledge of how experts of different levels assess a situation, generate options, and choose among the options generated is still incomplete. One major concern is that there are no longitudinal investigations concerning both decision-making and eye-tracking research in human behavior (McMorris, 1999) . The purpose of the current research was to attempt to answer some of these open questions by recruiting handball athletes with varying levels of expertise, recording both outcome and process measures across the entire experimental trial and including multiple sessions for each participant. We wanted to capture and quantify expert performance and understand the mechanisms that differentiate expert, nearexpert, and nonexpert performers in these complex choice situations. It is one thing to say that experts and nonexperts differ, but it is far more productive to understand why and how they differ. In particular, we focus on three distinct processes that serve to guide the ultimate selection of a course of action-information search, option generation, and deliberation producing choice.
To better understand these processes, we employed a combination of process-tracing methods that included both performers' gaze behavior (via eye tracking) and their option-generation procedure (via verbal protocol), in addition to recording their resulting choices and reaction times as outcome measures (for a similar procedure in the domain of electrical circuit troubleshooting, see van Gog, Paas, & van Merrienboer, 2005) . The simultaneous collection of these variables greatly expands the scope of previous investigations in dynamic sport domains . Moreover, no longitudinal studies in which researchers have captured these issues together have been reported so far. Before presenting the study we provide a short overview of existing research involving these cognitive processes in tactical team sport situations, paying particular attention where the extant literature addresses expertise effects.
Information Search (Eye Gaze)
Eye gaze has been used as a proxy for visual attention in information search (Rayner, 1998) in a great deal of previous research in applied domains. We limit our overview of gaze characteristics to their role in ball games such as the one employed in the current study (for general overviews in sports, see Williams, Davids, Burwitz, & Williams, 1992; Williams, Janelle, & Davids, 2004) . Visual attention can provide important insights to the information used in decision situations, such as the importance of various attributes. For instance, in soccer penalty shooting it is first important for the goalkeeper to look at the approach of the player toward the ball and later to his shooting foot (Savelsbergh, Williams, van der Kamp, & Ward, 2002) .
A common finding is that elite players rely on fewer gaze fixations, but of longer duration and to more important areas of the visual field, compared to novices (for an overview, see Williams, Davids, & Williams, 1999) . However, there are also findings that show more fixations by experts than by novices (Williams, Ward, Knowles, & Smeeton, 2002) . It is difficult to draw general conclusions because these studies have been conducted across many qualitatively different domains (i.e., different sports). There are also several differences in experimental design, including stimulus presentation times that vary from very few to several seconds, and decision times have varied from less than a second (Helsen & Pauwels, 1993) to 9.5 s (Williams et al., 1994) . The absence of a standard definition of experience is an additional difficulty in determining aggregate effects of expertise. Due to the small number of participants in each group-ranging from 5 (Bard & Fleury, 1976) to 15 (Helsen & Pauwels, 1993) at most-effect sizes are an appropriate comparison standard. Despite the above domain and design differences, large effects are almost exclusively reported if experts and novices are compared, and to a lesser extent if experienced and less-experienced players are compared (e.g., see Williams & Davids, 1998) .
The majority of researchers have reported single measures that summarize gaze characteristics across the entire course of a single trial. One notable exception is the work of Martell and Vickers (2004) , who examined expert choices under high time pressure in hockey. The results of Martell and Vickers show that for more experienced players in a defense situation, gaze duration increased progressively as a play developed, with a stable gaze (or "quiet eye") preceding action. Longer periods of stable fixations before movement execution were also interpreted as "programming time" or stable information-movement coupling (for further explanations, see Williams et al., 2004) . These results show differences in the gaze characteristics between elite and near-elite hockey players, but they do not relate such differences in gaze directly to subsequent cognitive processing, such as option generation.
Option Generation
In many applied situations, one is not presented explicitly with a set of options from which to choose. Although this may be the case in experimental decision-making tasks, in many real settings one must generate possible solutions to a problem, in which there may be more than one "correct" or satisfactory answer. Surprisingly, little work has been done on this topic; the work that has been done has focused primarily on the number and type of generated options, with less emphasis on the information search characteristics or subsequent choice from among the generated set.
In earlier work we developed a heuristic for selecting an option from a number of those self-generated. Like most simple heuristics, this so-called Take-the-First heuristic (TTF heuristic; Johnson & Raab, 2003) capitalizes on the extensive experience of the decision maker in the relevant environment. In particular, the TTF heuristic assumes that options are sequentially generated based on learned association strength between the candidate options and the current situation. Options that are repeatedly used in previous similar situations develop stronger links, and the TTF heuristic simply "bets" that these earlier-generated options are better. Furthermore, options seem to be stored in memory in a way that retains their functional attributes (e.g., whether an option is a pass or a shot on goal) and their spatial orientation (e.g., whether an option is on the left or right of the playing field). As a result, each option is associated with other options by virtue of both its functional and spatial properties. These connections can also determine options generated through "spreading activation," rather than through direct associations with the current situation.
Consider as an example a handball player whose team is poised to shoot on the opposition's goal. In handball each team consists of six field players and one goalkeeper. The teams each possess one goal (3 m wide ϫ 2 m tall) at opposite ends of the playing field. There is a semicircle (6-m radius) extending from the goal in which only the goalkeeper is allowed to be; the remaining defenders are typically positioned around the semicircle. A player possessing the ball can hold it for up to 3 s or take three steps, before being required to dribble the ball, pass the ball to another player, or shoot at the goal.
If the primary playmaker has the ball in the middle of the field and is generating possible courses of action that player may adopt either a functional or a spatial strategy, which are typically used in tactical training in handball (Gerard, 1978; Mariot & Delerce, 2000; Zantop, 1986) . For example, perhaps training and past game experience have led the playmaker to consider possible scoring opportunities before passing, or maybe the current situation suggests that retaining possession is important and thus passes should be considered first. These strategies would be labeled "functional" because they focus on the function or outcome of potential actions. Alternatively, maybe the defensive players on the left side of the field have been struggling during the current contest and so the playmaker first considers all possible options on that side of the field (a "spatial" strategy, defined by orientation rather than outcome). In each of these situations, different sequences of options may be generated, including "shoot left" and "shoot right" in the first case; "pass left" and "pass right" in the second case; and "shoot left" and "pass left" in the third case. Thus, according to our conceptual model, the same situation may produce different option-generation patterns depending on the strategy. These generated options would lead to the generation of additional, strongly connected (in memory) options. These association strengths can be acquired by experience or instruction such as described by Gerard (1978) and Mariot and Delerce (2000) .
The elegant simplicity of the TTF heuristic is that it incorporates both the individual's domain expertise and the immediate context in determining how cognition proceeds. The heuristic is very much in the spirit of expert-based and naturalistic approaches to decision making (Lipshitz, Klein, Orasanu, & Salas, 2001; Salas & Klein, 2001) . For example, Klein, Wolf, Militello, and Zsambok (1995) applied similar ideas to the generation of possible moves by experts and novices in chess. Assuming that chess players use a serial generation and evaluation of options (moves), they found that expert players only generated about three to five moves, and that the option-generation process systematically followed "move quality" in that qualitatively better moves (determined by expert rating) were generated first (see also de Groot, 1965) . We have both option-generation and choice data of male handball players that further supports our model (Johnson & Raab, 2003) . These athletes produced on average relatively few options, after which they chose mostly the option that came to mind first-hence the TTF heuristic's name. The fact that these initially generated options were also on average better than options produced after more extensive deliberation underscores the prescriptive merit of "taking the first" as well.
Open questions remain as a result of this previous work, which we address in the current research. First, the information search strategies are not yet well understood. The work of both Klein et al. (1995) and Johnson and Raab (2003) inferred these strategies mainly from outcome measures. Second, differences resulting from varying levels of expertise were not clear as a result of the previous work. We overcome both of these limitations in the current work, by additionally classifying strategies based on information search patterns measured by eye tracking, and collecting longitudinal data from groups with varying expertise.
Study Design and Predictions
We developed a longitudinal design in which three groups of participants with different levels of expertise were tested in four waves (labeled T1 to T4) occurring approximately every 6 months over a period of about 2 years from October 2004 to April 2006. All measures were gathered at one time from an individual participant within a wave and all participants were tested within a 2-week period for a given wave. The typical design with agematched expertise versus novice groups was not pragmatic for our study, as true novices could not meaningfully complete the optiongeneration task. Furthermore, abundant evidence suggests that the lack of age matching is not critical to the current study, as chronological age is not a strong predictor of decision making skill in sports (for an overview, see McMorris, MacGillivary, Sproule, & Lomax, in press ). For instance, McMorris et al. found strong effects of expertise but none for chronological age when predicting decision-making performance in soccer among nearly 300 young adults with a similar age range to our sample. We did collect a number of variables such as age and training age as well as a number of control variables such as amount of tactical training during the longitudinal study, tactical knowledge, and perceptual recognition.
A number of predictions can be made for the current study because it comprehensively includes the important components of search, generation, and choice. Where possible, the specific quantitative results of Johnson and Raab (2003) are used to estimate effect sizes for the current study, where Cohen's f was used for the multiple-group comparisons with f ϭ 0.25 interpreted as a medium effect and f ϭ 0.40 as a large effect. However, we also make novel predictions beyond the scope of the TTF model as originally formulated. These result from (a) our new assumptions about the influence of visual attention, and (b) our prediction of both cross-sectional (different training levels) and longitudinal (different waves) expertise effects. Predictions 1 to 3 are collapsed across expertise levels as we think they should be robust over different levels of expertise.
Predictions 1: Information Search (Gaze Characteristics)
We predict that participants will employ one of two gaze strategies (1a: Gaze strategy). The functional gaze strategy scans the full visual field and consequently produces a greater number of fixations of shorter duration. The spatial gaze strategy scans only part of the field and results therefore, in a smaller number of fixations with longer duration. The prediction was derived from our model assumption that gaze reflects the regions of interests based on a "top down," expertise-driven search strategy. We expect to find a positive relationship between gaze strategy and option-generation strategy-the sequence with which options would be verbalized is determined by the sequence of fixation areas in which these options are present (1b: Fixation order). Specifically, we predict that the initial option verbalized would most often be found in the area that was fixated first. The rationale is that, just as with perceptually salient stimuli, one's initial or intuitive solution to a problem will receive immediate attention when the scene is frozen. We also want to explore whether the fixation duration in a given region of the field correlates with the likelihood of choosing options located within the region (1c: Fixation duration). One rationale is that people may tend to confirm their initial option, as indicated by the confirmation bias in many cognitive tasks (Wason, 1960) , by prolonging attention to the corresponding region. However, the alternative result also seems plausible-namely, that participants would generate an initial option in one region and then search primarily in other regions as a way of "ruling out" the remaining possible options in these regions. Either way, the results would enable us to further elaborate our model of the influence of gaze behavior on choices.
Predictions 2: Option Generation
We predict that the initial option generated would be better than the sequentially later-generated options (2a: Quality of generations), based on our model's success-driven option-generation process, described earlier. We seek to not only replicate this result from Johnson and Raab (2003) , but to generalize it to different levels of expertise. We expect extensive use of the TTF heuristic, which suggests generation of only a small number-two to three-of options (2b: Number of generations), again replicating and generalizing the results of Johnson and Raab. Finding generations of more than one option would also indicate the presence of option generation as opposed to pure mapping of a situation and a single action, as proposed by alternative models (Phillips, Klein, & Sieck, 2004) . We further predicted that a functional generation strategy would result in more options generated compared to a spatial strategy (2c: Generation strategy). The rationale is based on the fact that a spatial strategy would limit options to a specific region, whereas a functional strategy could generate options across the entire field, resulting in more options (cf. Johnson & Raab, 2003) . Based on our previous results, we predicted a strong effect of strategy on the number of generated options (f ϭ 0.5 in Johnson & Raab, 2003) .
Predictions 3: Choice
We predict that participants will primarily choose the first option that comes to mind (3a: Take the first). We predict a replication of this result from Johnson and Raab (2003) , with a TTF rate of about 60%. We predict that a functional generation strategy would result in lower quality of options compared to a spatial strategy (3b: Choice quality). The rationale is based on the fact that a spatial strategy is predicted to produce more options (2c) and an increase in generated options is predicted to result in lower quality (2a). We predicted a strong effect for this relationship, which also follows from Johnson and Raab (f ϭ 0.4).
Predictions 4: Expertise
Perhaps the most important analyses are those that not only identify effects, such as those predicted above, but also examine how expertise plays a role in moderating these effects. In our previous investigations (e.g., Johnson & Raab, 2003) , we had no specific predictions about expertise, although we alluded to connections between our work and the organization of expert memory (e.g., Chase & Ericsson, 1982; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995) . We predict expertise to reveal both cross-sectional differences and longitudinal changes. These analyses would allow us to discern both relatively short-term (over months) adaptations within individuals, as well as relatively long-term (over years) adaptations that occur as a function of domain-specific experience. Although a longitudinal investigation spanning only 2 years is likely to find only small changes in overt behaviors, the age groups in the current study are ideal for potentially witnessing changes during this period (McMorris, 1999) . Longitudinal data reveals improvements intraindividually as well as differences interindividually and allows us to attribute these changes to expertise improvements or developmental differences in age.
4a: Cross-sectional effects. The TTF heuristic was derived in the tradition of simple heuristics that adaptively capitalize on domain-specific experience (Raab & Gigerenzer, 2005) . Thus, we predicted that increasing expertise would correspond to increasing use of the TTF heuristic. This should be characterized by better and faster choices of experts compared to near-experts and nonexperts (see Williams et al., 2004) . In addition, we predicted expertise-based differences in option-generation strategy such that experts would use a more spatial option-generation strategy compared to near-experts and nonexperts. This hypothesis is derived from our elaborated model and is neither predicted nor tested in previous literature. Furthermore, we predicted more spatial gaze strategies by experts as well, reflected by a higher number of fixations of longer duration in one area of the visual field compared to near-experts and nonexperts, in line with previous results (see Williams et al., 2004) .
4b: Longitudinal effects. We predict that changes in all three decision-making components (search, generation, and choice) would occur across the longitudinal time span of the study. We predict that, across waves: The search rule would change from a more functional to a more spatial strategy; the initial option would be chosen more often (resulting also in better choices overall); and there will be reductions in the number of options generated, the number and duration of fixations, the time to generate the initial option, and the total option-generation time.
Method

Participants
A total of 90 participants agreed to take part in this study. However, only 69 took part in all four waves and consequently our analyses focus only on these individuals. The moderate drop-out rate of the near-expert and expert groups is based on transfers to different states and clubs in the course of this 2-year study, interrupting continuous data collection.
The 69 expert, near-expert, and nonexpert male and female handball players (for demographics and control variables see Table 1 ) were recruited from the state training center and clubs in north Germany. In Germany, the national organizing body in handball runs a club system that classifies teams based on both skill and age (in contrast to, say, Little League baseball/ softball's solely age-based divisions in the United States). The participants in the current study were recruited specifically to represent three selected samples with differential expertise or skill. All participants were successful in their respective divisions: the experts were the National champions at their level, the near-experts were nationally competitive, and the nonexperts were from among the top local teams. All participants provided informed consent before participating in the study, which was carried out according to the ethical guidelines and with the approval of the University of Flensburg. 
Materials and Measurement
Decision-making video test. The video test procedure was adopted from Johnson and Raab (2003) , except new sequences were employed. The video clips represent situations that were typical for the level of expertise of the current sample and adjusted to the calibration procedure of the eye tracking. The video test consisted of 15 clips of about 10 s each, taken of a near-elite team in training simulating competition-like situations (4 clips were used for warm-up). The clips were all filmed from a camera position 2 m above the ground from the line in the middle of the field such that all offensive and defensive players were visible. Each clip showed the development of a clearly identifiable attack situation, starting when the team sets up an attack and stopping (freeze-frame) when one of the attacking players in the middle of the field gains possession of the ball. The frozen frame was held for 6 s during which participants were asked to verbally generate options of the player in possession of the ball with the time of each option generated, position of each option generated, and number of options generated being digitally recorded. The selection of video clips was pilot tested with four validation procedures including expert (coaches) ratings of similarity to realistic situations and matching to specific defensive and offensive tactical components, and by an item analysis selecting items of different degrees of difficulty (see Johnson & Raab, 2003) . In addition, another two coaches (from club teams within the highest level of expertise) selected the optimal point of freezing the attack situation to allow for multiple possible courses of action of varying quality (based on the development of the play and player alignment). The use of a frozen frame ensured a constant situation for option generation (i.e., that the first option would be generated in the same situation as the last option) and a consistent and reliable map of the ensuing eye-tracking data to the positions of the players. This type of task has been used earlier in research involving offensive situations in handball (Johnson & Raab, 2003) , basketball (Raab & Johnson, 2004) , and other sports (e.g., volleyball; Raab, 2003) .
Eye tracking. A video-based head-mounted infrared eye tracker from BioMed Jena (2003, version 2.0) was used. Sampling rate was 25 frames per second with a spatial resolution precision of 0.01°, a spatial error of less than 0.8°, and a visual angle precision error less than 1°. The system was able to measure eye movements of about 29°horizontally and 19°vertically. Small fixations (Ͻ 120 ms) were filtered out because the link to cognitive processes seems valid only if the thresholds of the software filters in BioMed eye tracking systems were used (BioMed Jena, 2003, version 2.0; Williams & Davids, 1998) . In addition, fixations were removed if they were outside a preset threshold in the x and/or y direction of the playing field, for instance, if the participant fixated on a side wall or the ceiling.
Gray adjustments of the individual eye were done by a histogram analysis to receive optimal solutions of offsets in detecting the pupil. Contrast and brightness of the eye camera were individually adjusted. Before calibration the regions of interest of the eye were fixed to enable optimal search for the pupil. Eight participants (all female) were required to remove eye makeup to facilitate pupil tracking. Calibration before the test used the software's 9-point monitor calibration, which was repeated until the system accepted the match. The 9-point calibration was checked before and after the warm-up trials.
Control Variables
Tactical knowledge. Domain-specific knowledge is built up over years of experience and influences the kind and number of options that are evaluated before a decision (McPherson & Kernodle, 2003) . The tactical questionnaire is a test of knowledge for attack situations based on the training plan developed by the National coaches and used in the levels of play of our participants. We selected five different situations that represent typical knowledge that should be present in all expertise levels in our study. The multiple-choice questions were written and presented visually in a typical form familiar to the players. The test was previously used and validated to test tactical knowledge in handball (Johnson & Raab, 2003; Raab, 2003) . Reliabilities in this study using Spearman-Brown coefficients based on the complete sample for the first wave showed a coefficient of r ϭ .31, p Ͻ .05, df ϭ 68. Validity of the same questionnaire as used in this study was previously investigated (Raab, 2003) , and revealed a correlation between players knowledge and expert ratings of their knowledge of r ϭ .86, p Ͻ .01, df ϭ 19.
Perceptual memory recall. Williams and Ward (2003) used a pencil-and-paper test to measure the recalled position of particular players in soccer compared to their actual position in a previously displayed attack sequence. We used a perceptual memory recall test similar to this and adapted it to the handball situation. Specifically, after two practice trials we used six scenes (pictures of the frozen frame of the video test) in a computer-based version of the perceptual memory recall test. The six scenes represented the two main defensive and offensive structures used in the video test. Participants saw each scene for 5 s; each scene was then masked and participants had 2 min to reconstruct the position of the six attack and six defense players and the position of the ball on an empty handball half field with identical perspective and size as the scene presented (17-inch monitor with a handball half field of 270 ϫ 202 pixels, height ϫ width). The participants reconstructed the players' positions using symbols for attackers and defenders familiar to them from blackboard drawings used in their tactical training. They used a computer mouse to drag and drop the symbols from outside the represented field to positions on the field. The number of attacker and defender symbols to be dragged by the computer mouse matched exactly the number of attackers and defenders on the video clips. We overlaid the symbols on the images and calculated root mean square error between the foot position of these players and the middle of the overlaid symbol. Root mean square error averaged over all positions and scenes was the dependent variable of perceptual memory recall.
Training amount and content. One problem researchers face in running longitudinal studies is that there are a number of influencing factors that can systematically moderate the performance of individuals and groups. Therefore, we asked the participants' coaches to fill out a report in which they were asked to note injuries of players as well as an estimate of the percentage of training devoted to tactical issues (0 to 100%) before each test in the longitudinal study for the period between the tests. In addition, we asked them to mark on four scales (0 to 100%) the percentage of training that was spent on individual tactics, group tactics, defense tactics, and attack tactics. A simple analysis of amount and content of training was used to determine if there were differences between expertise groups or test intervals that needed to be taken into account in our interpretation of results.
Procedure
After providing informed consent, participants were seated and the eye-tracking apparatus was mounted and calibrated. Participants then read instructions on the screen about the video test. They were asked to verbalize the first option that came to mind when the scene was frozen (hereafter, "initial option"), then to generate other appropriate options (if any), and finally to pick from the list of options just generated the one they thought was best (hereafter, "final option"). Before and after each of the 15 video clips, a scene calibration was performed by the participants pressing a button when their eyes were fixated on a red circle on the screen. We included a one-point calibration also after the clips in case of the need for backward calibration in long option-generation periods; however this was not applied in data analysis due to reliable eye-tracking data from scene calibration before each scene. After the main task, participants were released from the eye-tracking apparatus to complete the supplemental tasks (e.g., tactical knowledge questionnaire and perceptual recognition test), after which they were debriefed. This entire procedure, including the supplemental tasks, was carried out in the same order for all four waves.
Data Analysis
All dependent variables were normally distributed after outlier reduction. In total 1.4% outliers were present, summed over all variables and expertise groups. There were no expertise groups or variables that systematically produced a large number of outliers. Outliers were reduced by replacing all values per expertise group by gender that were higher or lower, such that all values per expertise group by gender that were higher or lower than two standard deviations from the group mean were replaced by the value of two standard deviations.
Verbal option-generation data. Digitally recorded options were coded by two raters (r ϭ .88, p Ͻ .01, df ϭ 68). We used a master list that numerically coded all free response options of the participants based on a list from Johnson and Raab (2003) that contained 107 different options. The high number of options in this task is a result of the variety of plausible moves including slight variations (e.g., a bounce pass to the left wing vs. a lob pass to the left wing vs. a pass to the left wing after a fake pass to the right). Also, the serial position and time for initial option generated as well as the generation time (1-ms precision) were matched with each option, for each scene, for each participant. Time from stopping the scene to initial option generated was measured by the software. A tone signal was played on the soundtrack of the video clip at the moment the scene stopped and the software coded the time when the digital recording measured the beginning of the verbal response. Option-generation time was measured from the start of the scene to the last option generated. The options were then coded as appropriate or not appropriate based on two coaches' rating of these outcomes, regardless of the specific method (e.g., if a pass to the left wing was rated as appropriate, any option with this outcome was coded as appropriate). Only the most appropriate option, as determined across coaches, was classified as "correct" in computing decision quality. The decision quality for a participant's initial options was calculated by determining how many trials the initial option corresponded to the coaches' "correct" option (and likewise for options in other generation positions and the final option). The mean (across scenes) number of options generated for each participant was also calculated. Reliability scores for decision and gaze measures were calculated using the split-half test (see Table 2 ).
The sequence of options generated for each scene was analyzed and assigned to one of the two option-generation strategies (spatial or functional). If a sequence of generated options included primarily just one third of the field (left, middle, or right), regardless of whether the options resulted in passes or shots on goal, this sequence was classified as spatial. Sequences were attributed to a functional strategy if only passes or only shots on goal were generated, regardless of the position of the options on the playing field. Participants were labeled as functional or spatial if one of these option-generation strategies was used in the majority of video clips. Option-generation sequences with fewer than three options were excluded because classification was not easy to achieve with such a small set-for example, a sequence of "pass to the left wing player" and "pass to the left halfback" could be classified as either functional (only passes are generated) or spatial (only options on the left side are generated). In all other calculations of choice data all options were inserted into the calculations. In addition, option-generation sequences that could not be easily attributed to either strategy directly were coded as ambiguous. The rationale for separating the strategies into functional and spatial was that they represent the two main tactical training forms and reflect the empirical data from Johnson and Raab (2003) .
Gaze characteristics. Eye-tracking data were collected from the start of the video clip until the first verbal utterance (initial option generation). We determined fixation using three equally sized regions of interest, defined vertically: the left field and right field (each containing two teammates) and the center field (containing the goal and one teammate). We calculated for each scene the number of fixations and mean fixation duration for each participant to each region. In addition, we categorized the sequence of fixations to one of many different gaze strategies, which can be summarized by the degree of spatial attention. Attention to Note. N ϭ 69. Values represent Spearman-Brown coefficients based on the complete sample (coefficients by group result in comparable reliability scores and can be requested on demand). Gaze and option classification is based on two independent raters of all trials for each of the four waves. T1 to T4 represent the waves in the longitudinal study.
the entire visual field could be indicative of a functional gaze strategy, whereas attention to only a single (left, middle, or right) region suggests a spatial gaze strategy. Intermediate spatial attention patterns (e.g., focusing back and forth between two regions) are not as easily classifiable and are labeled as ambiguous. Note that the classification based on gaze characteristics is determined independently from the classification using verbal option generation.
Results
Significance criteria of p Ͻ .05 and p Ͻ .01 were established for all analyses. Prior to testing the main hypotheses, we examined the potential moderating effects of tactical knowledge and tactical training. There were no statistically significant moderating influences from these factors (see Table 1 ). Age typically does correlate with expertise; in this sample the correlation is r ϭ .75, p Ͻ .01, df ϭ 68. However, in our design we cannot exclude the potential confound of age and therefore we will discuss the expertise effects bearing in mind this potential confound.
For cross-sectional comparisons we calculated a 3 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 (Expertise ϫ Generation Strategy ϫ Gaze Strategy) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) including as dependent variables: quality of the initial option, quality of the final option, number of generated options, decision time, generation time, dynamic inconsistency, number of fixations, and fixation duration. Expertise, generation strategy, and gaze strategy are betweenparticipants factors.
Information Search (Gaze Characteristics)
Prediction 1a. We predicted that participants would employ either a functional or a spatial search strategy. Therefore we classified participants' search strategies, as described earlier, based on the amount of gaze focus on different regions. Of those participants that could be classified (i.e., nonambiguous classifications), the spatial strategy was employed by about 51% of experts, about 41% of near-experts, and about 55% of nonexperts. We explored whether gaze-strategy classification changed over the four waves and found that 48 of 69 participants exhibited exactly one change, and the remaining 21 participants used a consistent gaze strategy across all four waves. In 11 cases the change was from a spatial to a functional gaze strategy, and in 37 participants this change was from a functional to a spatial strategy, which we would expect to be the better transition. The proportion of participants switching strategies was significant, 2 (1, N ϭ 69) ϭ 6.50, p Ͻ .05, f ϭ 1.02. For a direct comparison we classified independent strategies based on option-generation sequences and found that a spatial strategy was employed by about 61% of experts, about 36% of near-experts, and about 59% of nonexperts. In a contingency table we found that option-generation strategies and gaze behavior corresponded such that spatial gaze and spatial option-generation occurred together 22 times; spatial gaze and functional optiongeneration 14 times; functional gaze and functional option generation 21 times; functional gaze and spatial option generation 12 times. A chi-square test revealed that this classification pattern was significantly different than an equal distribution based on marginal frequencies (i.e., a test of independence among classifications), 2 (1, N ϭ 69) ϭ 4.22, p Ͻ .05, f ϭ 0.83.
Prediction 1b.
We predicted that participants would fixate first on the region in which the intuitive and, most often, best option was located. If fixations begin randomly, we would expect within 11 scenes to have about 3.6 first gazes for each third of the display. We found that in about half of the scenes the first gaze was identical to the position of the initial option generated, which is significantly different from chance (for data in each wave see Table 4 ). We ran a similar analysis relating the final gaze position to the final choice, but this result was not significantly different from chance in any wave.
Prediction 1c. We assumed that fixation duration would be different in the area of fixation for high compared to low quality choices. Therefore, we analyzed if participants' fixation duration was longer in those areas that prompted them to name their initial option. We expected that longer fixation on a particular area would be indicative of participants choosing a good option in this area. We found as predicted that fixation duration was longest in the areas with which the initial option was associated in all four waves, with high effect scores (see Table 4 ).
Option Generation
Prediction 2a. We predicted that the initial option generated would be better than later generated options. An analysis of variance conducted with position of options as the within-participant factor and expertise group as the between-participants factor revealed significantly better quality of the initial option, compared to subsequent options, for each of the four waves (see Table 4 ). In addition we analyzed, for cases in which the initial and final options diverged, if the initial option generated was better than the final option. There was evidence for this in three of four waves. This indicates that participants were quite effective in picking a very appropriate option intuitively, which further deliberation was unable to improve.
Prediction 2b. We predicted, based on the results of Johnson and Raab (2003) , that participants would generate only about two to three options and this was the case on average across all three expertise groups (T1: M ϭ 3.33, SD ϭ 1.23; T2: M ϭ 2.32, SD ϭ .58; T3: M ϭ 2.27, SD ϭ .59, T4: M ϭ 2.27, SD ϭ .51). Determining the significance of this result is quite difficult, as it is not informative to compare the number of generated options with the possible number of generations (over 100). Using a 95% confidence interval we found that option generation averaged over expertise groups was between 2.0 and 2.7 (T1), 1.2 and 1.5 (T2), 1.1 and 1.4 (T3), and 1.1 and 1.4 (T4). We also decided to simply check whether the number of options generated in this study differed from that reported in our previous study (Johnson & Raab, 2003) and thus ran a t test for each wave separately with the test value drawn from the previous study (2.5 options generated). This analysis revealed significantly more options generated in the first wave and significantly fewer options generated in all subsequent waves (see Tables 3 and 4) .
Prediction 2c. We predicted option generation by functional search would result in more options being generated than spatial option generation. Most of the participants could be assigned to either a spatial or a functional strategy of option generation if more than two options were considered. The MANOVA (see Table 5 ) revealed no significant differences due to generation strategy, and Note. N ϭ 69. T1 to T4 ϭ the four waves; first, second, third, and best option ϭ number of correct choices based on expert rating; no. of options ϭ options other than the best option; decision time ϭ time in seconds between freezing of the scene and first option generated; generation time ϭ time in seconds between start of the scene and final choice; dynamic inconsistency ϭ the number of trials in which first and best choice are not identical; no. of fixations ϭ the number of fixations averaged over test items in seconds; duration of fixations is in mean time of fixations in seconds.
thus we cannot conclude that different generation strategies produced different numbers of options.
Deliberation and Choice
Prediction 3a. Those not exhibiting the TTF heuristic instead show dynamic inconsistency, defined as a disparity between one's initial and final choices. Considering the dynamic inconsistency rate of 40% found by Johnson and Raab (2003) , we would expect this phenomenon to appear on an average of about 4.4 of 11 trials; this test value was used in a t test. Using a 95% confidence interval we found that the number of inconsistent trials averaged over expertise groups was between 3.8 and 5.6 (T1), 2.5 and 3.5 (T2), 2.8 and 4.2 (T3), and 2.5 and 3.7 (T4). We found a higher dynamic inconsistency rate only for the first wave of the near-expert group, whereas all other groups and waves showed lower dynamic inconsistency. Collapsing across groups, a significantly lower overall rate was found in waves T2 to T4 (Tables 3 and 4) .
Prediction 3b.
Option generation by functional search should result in options with lower choice quality compared to spatial option generation. The MANOVA (see Table 5 ) revealed no significant difference for type of option generation, and thus we cannot conclude that there were differences across strategies in the quality of options generated.
Prediction 4: Expertise
Prediction 4a. We predicted that expertise would have an effect on the three decision-making components of search, generation, and choice. A MANOVA on the T1 data showed a strong effect of expertise, as predicted (see Table 5 ). A detailed inspection of the variables suggests this result stems primarily from expertise-based differences in quality of both initial and final options, although differences in number of generated options (experts generating fewer) and number of fixations (experts fixating less) are also apparent. However, dynamic inconsistency was a less prominent difference between levels of expertise, contrary to our predictions. All three two-way interactions were significant; however without specific predictions we will refrain from post hoc elaboration on these results.
Prediction 4b. For the longitudinal analysis we used wave as a within-participant factor with four levels and tested for effects on each dependent variable (see Table 6 ). The main changes appear to be in the gaze characteristics in which the number and duration of fixations decreased over the waves, with a particularly large effect (f ϭ 2.38) found for duration. Generation time also significantly decreased across waves and represented a large effect (f ϭ 1.06). No other differences were statistically significant, contrary to our predictions.
Discussion
The goal of the current study was to examine information search, option generation, and choice, as well as the interaction of these components, among athletes of varying levels of expertise. We were especially interested in the extent to which different search strategies (inferred from gaze characteristics) can predict subsequent deliberation (option generation and choice). We ap- Note. Prediction 1a is in the text. Predictions 2c and 3a as well as predictions of expertise (4) are analyzed by means of the MANOVA (see Table 5 ). Number of generations was tested against a value of 1. Effect size values are only displayed for F Ͼ 1.0. Prediction 1b ϭ first gaze fixation and initial option generated; Prediction 1c ϭ fixation duration per area and choice in this area; Prediction 2a ϭ quality of generations; Prediction 2b ϭ number of generations; Prediction 3a ϭ Take The First; Prediction 3b ϭ choice quality. proached this problem from a computational perspective that focused on the component processes involved in seemingly complex cognition. Our previous research (Johnson & Raab, 2003) produced some counterintuitive results, such as that generating fewer possible courses of action results in better choices, and that both option generation and final choice are strategy dependent. However, a direct measure of strategy (information search) was absent in the previous work, where strategy was instead inferred from the sequence of generated options. Furthermore, a formal comparison based on expertise was absent from our previous work, and other researchers had produced equivocal results. The current study fills some of these gaps by examining expertise-based differences in option generation and choice, and how these differences are affected by gaze strategies or information search. We found support for the use of the Take-The-First heuristic (Johnson & Raab, 2003) for option generation of the participants of different expertise levels. Whereas our previous research showed effect sizes between about f ϭ 0.4 and 0.5, we now found stronger effects for the quality of generations (ranging across the four waves from about 0.7 to 1.1), number of generations (ranging across the four waves from about 1.7 to 2.3), and use of TTF (ranging across the four waves from about 1.3 to 1.5). We attribute these large effects to the greater expertise of our participants, compared to those studied by Johnson and Raab. Participants generated only a few options, and quite often they chose the first option that came to mind. The current research illustrates that this heuristic seems quite stable across various levels of expertise and gender. Only about three options were generated on average, one more than found in a previous study (Johnson & Raab, 2003) . The low number of generations was not likely due to a ceiling effect, or limitation of the number of possible actions in a given situation because many different possible courses of action were plausible in each situation (scene), and different participants identified varying options for a given scene. Because the sport and the attack situations in this study are the same as those in previous work in terms of complexity, the increase in mean number of generations could be due to greater variability in expertise of the participants in the current study. We predicted interactions between gaze classifications and option-generation strategies as well as interactions between each of these factors and expertise. We found moderate to large effects on choice and gaze variables indicating, in principle, our model is accurate.
We suggest two possible explanations for these results. First, even at the top level of these age groups, it is likely to be advantageous in high-pressure, real game situations to generate a small number of options, rather than inundating oneself with possible courses of action and becoming paralyzed with indecision. Second, there could have been an artificial task effect because participants may have felt compelled to generate options even though they had already produced what they truly felt was the correct alternative. However, this latter explanation was not supported by the debriefing session. These possibilities are only speculative. We think that all the groups in this study had considerable expertise that may have allowed them via training to adapt to fast decision making, and therefore no differences appeared. We will outline briefly below how further research may clarify this issue.
Participants may have indeed generated options due to experiment demands; that they frequently selected as their final choice their first generated option may be evidence that the subsequently generated options were "artificial" and not real candidates. However, even the highest expertise group selected the first-generated option only 60% of the time, indicating that there was additional processing and active comparison taking place. Similarly, Johnson and Raab (2003) found their participants used the TTF heuristic about 60% of the time. This is in contrast to findings in other domains, such as firefighting, where it is assumed that there is almost no option generation at all because only the one option that comes to mind first is immediately chosen (Klein, 1989) .
The option-generation process found in this and previous research does not seem to match models that propose a random option-generation process (Chan & Courtney, 1998) or support the conjecture that there is no option generation per se in experts (Klein, 1989) . Furthermore, models that do acknowledge option generation may need to be expanded in more detail (Klein et al., 1995; Phillips et al., 2004, p. 304, Figure 15 .1). Phillips et al. proposed that the experience of a changing context requires generating and choosing among 1 to (1 ϩ n) actions, but did not specify important details such as how the strategy by which relevant cues influence the option-generation process. In addition, the structural differentiation of spatial or functional strategies and the resulting difference in amount, sequential order, and type of options generated are not predictable by Phillips et al. Furthermore, there were no significant expertise-based differences in the tendency to choose the initial option. We refrain from further interpretation of the failure to reject the null hypothesis and leave that open for further investigations. In situations such as the current sports task in which good options come to mind first, it may in fact be prescriptive to "take the first" rather than exhaustively generate options. The quality of the generated options decreased with serial position, suggesting that higher quality options occurred earlier in the generation sequence (which replicates Johnson & Raab, 2003) .
There were many qualitative and quantitative effects of expertise on performance. For example, as expected, the quality of initially generated options and finally selected options was influenced by expertise, a result stemming largely from the higher quality options generated and chosen by the expert group. There were also expertise-based differences in the speed with which the initial "intuitive" option was generated. This is interesting especially because the total number of generated options was about the same between groups but experts responded faster. In sum, these results suggest that greater expertise did not increase the number of possible actions generated or the time spent doing so, but it did increase the quality of those that were initially generated as well as the speed with which they came to mind. We believe that the locus of the expertise effect is in the accessibility and quality of an initial solution to a problem, not in subsequent deliberation (cf. the "leverage point" of Klein et al., 1995) . There were also significant expertise-based differences in visual information search-cautiously interpreted as a crude measure of attention-as measured by gaze fixation. Previously, researchers (e.g., Williams et al., 1999 Williams et al., , 2002 have been inconclusive as to whether expertise leads to fewer or more fixations. If we analyze the global pattern then we find partial evidence for the often reported trend that experts require fewer fixations.
The tendency for experts to adopt a more spatially oriented strategy, as evidenced by both eye tracking and verbal protocol, seems to be the link that explains expertise-based differences on the current task. Specifically, we found that gaze strategy had no effect on the number of options generated, but that a spatial gaze strategy led to better initial generations and final choices. This finding alone can account for the expertise-based outcome differences of the current study, assuming that experts use extensively spatial strategies and near-experts use primarily functional strategies. More interesting, differences in the outcome measures were only evident using the gaze-based strategy classification, and not the generation-based strategy classification. This lack of apparent differences when using the generation-based strategy classification highlights the utility of the methods employed in the current study. Furthermore, it may help explain in part differences to the corresponding results of Johnson and Raab (2003) concerning expertise-based differences in strategy use, which used only the generation-based strategy classification. It is important to note that the results attributed to expertise potentially are confounded by age. As mentioned in the Introduction, evidence suggests that training age explains more variance than biological age for sport choices like those in the current study (e.g., McMorris, 1999; McMorris et al., in press ). However, this does not dismiss a high correlation between expertise and biological age in our current study. Therefore we cannot attribute the reported effects solely to expertise. We believe that further research designed specifically to address this topic seems warranted.
The results of the present study, and the discussion above, show that in the process of answering some of our questions, we have generated several new areas of inquiry that should be addressed in the future. First, cross-sectional research on different expertise groups can hardly answer how people develop a TTF-type heuristic. It seems warranted to conduct further longitudinal studies to advance our understanding of how experts exhibit such behavior in the first place. The current study is in fact the first in a planned series meant to address this question. For instance, our conceptual model assumes that options are generated by association strength and similarity between options. However, the current study cannot easily distinguish and weigh these processes in option generation. Future researchers need to employ continuous ratings for association strength between a situation and an option as well as similarity ratings between options and potentially new study designs to distinguish and weigh these processes.
Second, more light needs to be shed on the parameters that influence the final choice. For instance, the duration of the assessment phase (and number of options generated therein) may influence the relative contribution of primacy and recency effects. This factor may be manifest in the degree to which the initial option is retained as a final choice as well as in the tendency for a later (in the generation sequence) option to be selected.
Third, there have been only a few intervention studies examining to what extent gaze strategies can be trained and decision making in the field improved (see Abernethy, 1991; Farrow & Abernethy, 2002; Jackson, 2003; Raab, 2003 Raab, , 2007 Vickers, Livingston, Umeris-Bohnert, & Holden, 1999; Vickers, Reeves, Chambers, & Martell, 2004) . In addition to studying the cognitive processing that occurs during option generation, it is imperative to consider decision making from a learning perspective. Unfortunately, this approach has been largely absent, which is particularly regrettable given the high level of benefits (i.e., explanatory power) that can be expected. Fourth, it is also possible to use other research to more precisely define aspects of the computational model taken for granted in the current and past applications. For example, a great deal of work has examined the nature of experts' memory and differences in memory structure and storage/recall processes among experts and nonexperts (Ericsson, 2003) . This research can be used to specify the assumed associations and association strengths in the computational model. It will also be informative to determine additional factors that interact with expertise in determining the tendency to adhere to the TTF heuristic, such as working memory (Beilock & Carr, 2001) or perceptual expertise (Williams & Ward, 2003) . For example, perhaps the superior "chunking" ability of experts that integrates knowledge effectively expands their working memory, which in turn influences the degree to which preference for initial options is retained despite generation of subsequent options. Perceptual differences between experts and nonexperts would, at the most fundamental level, change the definition (or at least representation) of what constitutes "an option" and may also affect saliency cues that drive gaze behavior. Connecting the current model to these lines of research would be extremely fruitful and contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of expert cognition.
Fifth, although sports tasks provide a useful test bed for our model, it is important to generalize the findings of the current study beyond the sports domain. We have no reason to believe that the current results are specific to the sports domain, as it possesses important surface characteristics such as limited time, high pressure, and dynamic information that describe many real-world settings. Our model could be easily applied to situations studied within the naturalistic decision making approach, such as those faced by military commanders, firefighters, radar operators, and pilots. Furthermore, our model relates to properties of option generation reported in other applied domains such as parking and selecting living spaces (Gettys, Pliske, Manning, & Casey, 1987) and creative brainstorming (Kramer, Kuo, & Dailey, 1997) . Other popular applied domains in decision research, such as the medical domain, also involve problems that can be cast in terms of strategy use (e.g., prevention vs. treatment), information search (e.g., diagnostic testing), option generation (e.g., possible treatments), and action selection. Future work could explore the value of our model in these other domains.
Finally, we believe that a theory of expertise has yet to be defined (or elaborated, Ericsson, 2003) . The heuristic approach discussed here may be one effective way to develop descriptions of the decision making process of experts, test these processes and understand them as well as develop interventions that would enhance the steps of the expertise approach outlined so far.
